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In this work I aim to study how interaural 7mes cues, that help us localise sound, vary depending on the type 
of signal present. 

Phenomena Relevant to Study 

‘Spa7al Localiza7on’ as a term itself is defined by Blauert as “the loca7on of an auditory event, which is related 
to a specific aFribute or aFributes of a sound event”. Put more simply, one could say that spa7al localiza7on is 
a listener’s capability of detec7ng the direc7on and distance of a sound source. In this study however, the term 
sound lateralisa7on rather than localisa7on would more aptly describe the circumstances of the experiment, as 
it will be undertaken using headphones. According to Moore (2004, p233), “headphones allow precise control 
of interaural differences and eliminate effects related to room echoes. Thus, lateralisa7on may be regarded as a 
laboratory version of localisa7on’. 

The principal theory on localiza7on was ini7ally put forward by Bri7sh physicist Lord Rayleigh, who proposed 
the ‘Duplex theory’ in his 1894 publica7on ‘The Theory of Sound’. Rayleigh’s theory suggested that the auditory 
system localized sound by using binaural cues. These ‘cues’ Rayleigh proposed were Interaural Time Differences 
(ITD), and Interaural Level Differences (ILD). Simply put, they were based on the perceived difference in signals 
between the leX and right ears. ITD are as a result of the fact that there are path differences from a sound 
source to each ear, and as a result, there is a disparity between the arrival 7mes of that same sound to each 
ear. Blauert stated “dissimilari7es between the two ear input signals related to the 7me when the signals 
occur”. ILD are caused by the shadow of the head. For example, if a sound source is located to the right, the 
sound at the leX ear will be lower in level than the right. In this study however, we will be focussed purely on 
ITD. 

Looking at figure 1, it is shown that the path distance from a 
sound source in the top right (of the azimuth plane) to the leX 
ear is greater than the distance to the right, and so the signal will 
arrive at the leX later then the right. The difference in these 
7mes is the ITD. Therefore, in order to explore our efficiency of 
loca7ng sound sources using ITD over headphones, I need to 
ar7ficially emulate this difference in arrival 7mes. This is done by 
playing two iden7cal signals through each channel of the 
headphones, and gradually applying a delay to one of those 
channels. As the delay of one channel increases, so does the 
perceived loca7on of the sound. 

The precedence effect is a collec7ve term to describe the effect of when two sound signals arrive within a 
sufficiently short 7me frame, so that they are perceived as a single sound event, but who’s loca7on is 
dominated by the first signal’s loca7on. Originally coined by Wallach in 1949, it is said to become prominent if 
the delay between the two signals is somewhere in the range of 1ms and 50ms. In a study into sound loca7on 
precision by Ruth Litovsky, she remarks that studies into the precedence effect under headphone condi7ons 
result in “Lateraliza7on of the compound (lead lag) s7mulus depends primarily but not solely on informa7on 
from the first arriving wavefront.” Therefore as the delay 7me increases, the par7cipants should be increasingly 
able to localise the source. 

If the delay between the two signals is less than 1ms however, then an effect called summing localisa7on takes 
over. This is essen7ally an averaging between signals. For example, if a subject sat in front of two loudspeakers, 
each playing an iden7cal sound signal with a delay between them of anything less than 1ms, then the signals 
are ‘added’ or ‘summed’ together, and the sound is perceived as coming from a loca7on centrally between the 
two speakers. Addi7onally to this, William Hartman notes in Binaural and Spa4al Hearing in Real and Virtual 
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Environments (p192), that ‘within this regime (1ms) there is an orderly weigh7ng: the greater the delay, the 
less the weight given to the second click in the averaging’. 

If the intensity or delay of one of two iden7cal sources in altered past the point of summing localisa7on, then 
the phenomenon that is fusion will assume control. Handel describes fusion in depth: 

“Imagine two audio speakers separated by a medium distance. If the sound through each speaker is iden7cal, 
then all the sound will appear to come from a point between them (summing localisa7on). If we adjust the intensity and 
7ming slightly, the sound moves between the speakers toward the earlier, more intense one. If the intensity and 7ming 

differences are increased further, then all the sound appears to come from one speaker”. 

By using a wide range of delay 7mes in my experiment, from 0ms to 0.66ms, I hope to explore to what extent 
the aforemen7oned phenomena operate and how they vary depending on the type of signal. I also hope to 
determine how the maximum delay before a source is localised varies depending on the signal type. 

Lastly, it is important to men7on localisa7on blur. This is the accuracy of iden7fying changes in the loca7on of 
sound sources is measured as the minimum audible angle (MAA) or “localiza7on blur”. Localisa7on blur is, 
principally “the precision by which the loca7on of a sound image can be given” (Psychoacous4cs: Facts and 
Models). 

Inves/ga/on Aim 

To determine how the characteris7cs of a sound event, specifically its frequency content, and whether it is 
con7nuous or pulsa7ng, impacts our proficiency of accurately localising it. By gradually increasing the delay of 
one channel of two iden7cal sound signals, I can emulate the ITD that would be experienced were the sound 
source legi7mately located on the azimuth. By recording the delay 7me between the two channels that is 
required for the subjects to localise each signal type, I can determine which type of signals that are most easily 
localised.  

Par/cipants 

8 Younger adults (6 men, 2 women, mean age: 20 years, age range: 19-23 years), all University of Kent 
students. They were recruited from Bridge Warden’s College on the Chatham Dockside campus. Prior to the 
experiment, all par7cipants were confirmed to have good hearing with no percep7ble defects. They were all 
considered naïve par7cipants. 

Procedure 

One single pair of headphones were used for the en7re experiment for overall consistency and to ensure an 
iden7cal signal level and frequency response was experienced by each par7cipant. The headphones used were 
a pair of Sennheiser HD 201 closed dynamic stereo headphones. 

The experiment was run by a MAX 7 patch on an iMac computer. The patch controlled the start and stop 
func7on of the signal, the type of signal, and the gradual delay increase of the signal. Before star7ng the 
experiment, it was explained to each par7cipant on how the patch was controlled, so that it could be operated 
by them individually. It was also explained that the patch must be stopped by the par7cipant themselves 
immediately aXer detec7ng the locality of the sound source, so that the delay required to localize were was as 
accurate as possible. 

Each par7cipant was subjected to eight different sound signals, which varied in length and frequency content. 
They were as follows; sinusoidal con7nuous, sinusoidal pulse, saw wave con7nuous, saw wave pulse, white 
noise con7nuous, white noise pulse, pink noise con7nuous, and pink noise pulse. For each of the pulsa7ng 
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signals, an impulse speed of 300ms and impulse length of 200ms was decided upon. For both the sinusoidal 
and saw signals, a frequency of 1000 Hz was also agreed. To ensure consistency, a volume level within the max 
patch was kept constant throughout, to ensure that volume level could not impact the ability to localise. The 
volume level of the mac was also kept constant.  

Prior to the experiment, each of the eight types of signals were loaded into the max patch in the same order as 
shown on the experiment hand-out. The par7cipant would start the patch, and instantaneously the specific 
type of signal would begin. The delay of one channel would immediately begin to be delayed from 0ms to 
0.6ms over the course of 10 seconds. As soon as the subject localised the sound source they would hit the 
spacebar, which would instantly stop the patch. I would then record the delay 7me that was required, and ask 
the par7cipant whether they perceived the sound as coming from the right or the leX. I would then take note 
of the actual direc7on and compare it with theirs. Figure 2 shows the data sheet used to collect data from the 
par7cipants.  

 

Figure 3 shows the patch used to run the experiment. In the boFom leX is the audio on/off buFon, this was 
switched on by the assessor. On the leX hand side is the volume slider. Before loading the samples into the 
patch I adjusted the levels of each of them to ensure the perceived loudness was as consistent as possible. This 
was to ensure that certain signals would not be localised beFer purely because they were perceived as louder. 
The volume slider therefore was kept constant throughout. In the centre of the patch are the ‘load’, ‘play’ and 
‘clear’ func7ons. All 8 signals could be loaded into the patch beforehand to ensure a smooth running of the 

Figure 3 
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experiment without delays. Once loaded in, the par7cipant is free to press the spacebar to ini7ate the patch 
and again to stop it once the sound has been localised. The assessor would then select ‘Play 2’ to move onto 
the next signal type and the process could begin again for the remaining signals.  

 

Results 

 

Analysis of Results 

From my results, it is shown overall, that noise signals have a lower average delay 7me required to localise than 
that of the sine and saw signals. This suggests that noise signals are most easily localised than that of sine and 
saw signals. The results between white and pink noise are preFy similar, with white noise marginally quicker. 
Saw waves have the longest delay 7me showing that they have the highest localisa7on blur when compared to 
noise signals.  Also please note, that for each type of signal, the pulsa7ng version of that signal has a shorter 
delay 7me across the board. This shows that when a signal is presented to a subject as a pulse rather than a 

Type of Signal Average Delay Required (ms) Median Values (ms)

Sine Wave – Con/nuous 0.1437 0.1439

Sine Wave – Pulse 0.1290 0.1274

Saw Wave – Con/nuous 0.1572 0.1551

Saw Wave –Pulse 0.1256 0.1234

White Noise – Con/nuous 0.0886 0.0891

White Noise – Pulse 0.0839 0.0951

Pink Noise – Con/nuous 0.0988 0.0931

Pink Noise - Pulse 0.0947 0.0924
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con7nuous sound, the delay 7me required is less, and it is more easily localised. Looking in more detail, it is 
shown that when sine and saw signals are presented as a pulse, the delay 7me required to localise is reduced 
significantly. For saw waves, the delay 7me for a pulsa7ng version of the signal is roughly 20% shorter than that 
of the con7nuous, and for sine waves 10% shorter. Pulsa7ng versions of the noise signals also reduce the delay 
7me, but not as notably.  

Comparisons of my Results with other Publicised Studies and Collected Informa/on 

Blauert describes (page 97), our proficiency of localising noise signals in comparison with other types of 
signals:  

‘It was evident that the discrepancy between the direc7on of the sound source and that of the auditory event 
was not random; there were constant tendencies for specific errors to occur with specific types of signals. With 
broadband signals, especially those of long dura7on or those repeated several 7mes, a quite good agreement 
between the direc7on of the sound source and that of the auditory event was usually observed.’ 

As men7oned in the analysis, my results showed that proficiency of localisa7on in white and pink noise signals 
was superior to that of sinusoidal and saw waves. This suggests that signals with a greater frequency spread 
are more easily localised. This was true for both pulsa7ng and con7nuous signals. Therefore my results 
reinforce Blauert’s findings. 

A study into The Precedence effect in sound localisa7on by Hans Wallach (1949, 
p318) was conducted that showed results that strongly support my own. Wallach’s 
experiment demonstrated the localisa7on effect by using two loudspeakers rather 
than headphones. Shown in Figure 6, Wallach arranged two loudspeakers at 
equidistant from the subject, and played two iden7cal signals driven by the same 
voltage, but with one delayed from 7ms to 70ms. All par7cipants localised the sound 
as coming from the speaker that was not delayed. In a similar experiment, this 7me 
with a phonograph record, Wallach documented that when the sound was delayed in 
one speaker by 35ms, the sound was “localised by all subjects in the direc7on of the 
speaker which was ahead in 7me”. (p318) As all par7cipants in my study correctly 
iden7fied the direc7on of the sound signal when one channel was delayed, it shows that ITD is an effec7ve cue 
for localising sound.  

In a study by Dus7n Lindley, he intends to find out to what degree signals with a broad range of frequencies are 
localised superiorly to a pure tone. In his experiment he uses a voice, which is rich in transients. He states that 
“In nature, most every sound that could signify some sort of danger to us or prey for us would not be a pure 
tone, but would be very rich in transients. It makes sense that we can localize these sorts of sounds more 
effec7vely than pure tones, which really do not exist outside of human crea7on.’ He finds that for the signal 
with many transients, “the brain can discern a difference in arrival 7me of 0.045ms”. He also states “For pure 
tone signals (sine waves), the brain has a hard 7me localizing at all, regardless of the delay, unless the signal is 
moving across the auditory field of view.” My findings agree with these results as the delay 7me required to 
localise for both sets of noise signals (with broad frequency range), was significantly shorter than that of the 
pure sine and saw signals. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, I believe my experiment was successful in agreeing with theories and studies concerning signal 
types and localisa7on cues. For future experiments, several improvements could be made. Firstly, using a 
greater number of par7cipants would drama7cally increase the credibility of the data, par7cularly when the 

Figure 6 
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difference in delay 7mes is so minute. Secondly, the nature of my experiment always gives the par7cipant a 
50/50 chance of correctly iden7fying the direc7on of the signal – either leX or right, with the possibility that 
they do not actually perceive it. So in future studies I would use more precise direc7onal ques7ons, such as 
degrees around the head to eliminate this problem. I would also use a broader range of signal types in future 
studies. It is well documented that pure tones of high frequencies (above 1.5kHz) are much more difficult to 
localise that those around 500Hz, so in future tests, I would use sine and saw wave signals at a broad range of 
frequencies in order to explore this area more acutely.  
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